
LET THERE BE

LIGHT

The Bicentennial leg of the Light to Night 
Festival 2019: Traces and Echoes re�ects 
on Singapore's journey through artworks 
that reimagine its past. The festival in the 
Civic District runs till Feb 24. 
For more information, visit 
https://www.nationalgallery.sg/festivals/
light-to-night-traces-and-echoes

BALIKSG is an augmented reality trail that 
will take visitors on routes along the 
Singapore River and around Fort Canning 
Hill, allowing them to revisit historical 
events and interact virtually with 
historical �gures.
To download the mobile application,
visit https://roots.sg/baliksg

BALIKSG

The Bicentennial edition of the i Light festival, an annual 
sustainable light art event, takes on the theme Bridges Of Time. 
It explores Singapore’s history and connectivity with the world 
through more than 30 light art installations and a multimedia 
show by Singapore and overseas artists.

PHOTOS: DESMOND WEE, i LIGHT SINGAPORE   SOURCE: i LIGHT SINGAPORE   STRAITS TIMES GRAPHICS: CEL GULAPA, MARLONE RUBIO & TOH WEN LI

Light to Night Festival

The Time Vortex 
You will feel like you are travelling through time as 
the Helix Bridge comes alive with lights whizzing 
through space.
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Lighthouse Of Time 
The facade of ArtScience Museum comes alive 
in an abstract dance of light and shadow. 

The Rainbow Connection
Solar light modules – upcycled cookie containers 
combined with solar lights – sway in the wind at 
the Marina Bay Sands trellises to form a shifting 
prismatic projection on the ground.

Why Green?
An enclosed space in Event Square at Marina Bay 
�lled with white three-dimensional printed �owers.

Facey Thing
As passers-by at the Marina Bay Waterfront 
Promenade get within range of a strategically placed 
camera, facial tracking will identify their faces and 
blow them up on a screen. They can then virtually 
“paint” their faces.

Prospegtive Perspective
Made from clothes pegs, this installation at the 
Marina Bay lower boardwalk faces the city skyline 
and predicts the outline of future buildings.

Sails Aloft
A holographic boat at Marina 
Bay, inspired by the sampan 
panjang (long dwelling boat) 
and its racing boat variations.

Shades Of Temporality
“Paint” videos onto a wall in this interactive 
graf�ti installation.

Cosmic Web
A light installation at a sheltered resting 
spot, inspired by a spider’s web.

Squiggle
A twisting mass of digital neon tubing 
at The Promontory with shifting 
colours.

City Gazing Singapore
This installation at The Lawn @ Marina Bay 
shows the city of Singapore as it might look 
if you �ew over it at night. Watch it grow 
from a couple of key roads into the 
international hub of today.

Les Footballeurs
An LED installation that captures the 
movement of football players. 

Flower Clock
Rotating �owers at One Fullerton that simulate 
the movement of a clock.

The Cat In The Garden  
Colourful lights on the Merlion with scenes from 
nature and snippets of daily life.

Ori�ammes
Hundreds of vertical �ags at Jubilee Bridge �ap in the 
breeze while illuminated by kaleidoscopic lighting.

Time Frame 
A carpet of real-time information projected on the 
ground under Esplanade Bridge shows the swift pace 
of our changing world.

Halo
Visitors can interact with these halo-like rings 
arranged in vertical columns at the Esplanade Park.

Time Rhythm 
A gigantic “light metronome” at Anderson Bridge 
featuring light projections set to music.

Bridges Of Time
A multimedia show in front of the Asian Civilisations 
Museum which tells the story of a traveller who sails 
through time and space to reach a mythical island in 
the East.

With A View
These shophouse windows create a series of 
re�ections that recede into an in�nite distance.

Good Fortune 
A visualisation of rain at the Elgin Bridge underpass, 
inspired by the emotions it causes in different 
cultures. 

Run Beyond
A human �gure takes a bold leap across the 
Singapore River as a series of LED �gures at 
Elgin Bridge comes aglow in succession.

Constructive Interference
An illuminated installation at North Boat Quay 
featuring a dynamic array of colours.

Land-pass Bird
Fluorescent blue “birds” perched on the trees of 
Raf�es Terrace at Fort Canning Park.

Keys Of Light
Visitors playing the piano which is part of this 
interactive installation at Raf�es Terrace in
Fort Canning Park will conjure animated �owers 
projected onto a lighthouse.

Re�ecting Holons
Long strips of transparent foil at Raf�es House 
in Fort Canning Park spin and re�ect light.

Crystallisation Of Thoughts
This installation at Clarke Quay Central imagines 
how ideas are generated and then combined into 
thoughts, in the form of interconnected waves of 
crystals.

Cenotaph For A Stone
This reinterpretation of the Singapore Stone - a slab of 
sandstone from a boulder that was blown up in 1843 
to widen the mouth of the Singapore River - consists 
of  “rock fragments” on steel pedestals at Waterboat 
House Garden.

Where Do Stories Begin/
Where Do Stories End
The words “Where Do Stories Begin”, in LED neon lights 
on one side of Cavenagh Bridge, can be seen against 
a view of Boat Quay, while “Where Do Stories End” 
appear on the other side of the bridge with
Marina Bay Sands as its backdrop.

The Floating Lighthouse  
Colourful "lighthouses" bobbing in Marina Bay. 
Passers-by can press buttons that will activate 
sounds which complement the lights from the �oats.
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i Light 
Singapore 2019

Runs from Jan 28 to Feb 24, 
in the Marina Bay area, 

Civic District, Singapore River, 
and Raf�es Terrace 

at Fort Canning Park.
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DUNE
Hundreds of �bres at OUE Bayfront brighten 
according to the movement of passers-by.

Time Traveller
Sculptures at Clifford Square which are inspired by 
bamboo �sh traps. 
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OTHER EVENTSShadow Exposed  
Walk in front of a large screen 
stretched along Mist Walk, 
and your shadow will reveal 
images from Singapore 
through the ages.

Dear Celestino and Marlone,

Thank you for helping with the map graphic for i Light 
Singapore. Apologies for the late message. 

I’ve listed all 33 artworks below with their respective 
SPHIDs, along with revised summaries and other bits of 
text I have re-written. Could we use this new text 
instead? The taken by Arif�n Jamar and Desmond Wee 
can be found under wllight* and sfbicen* in Newsbank.

Could I trouble you to email me and my supervisor 
Melissa Sim (cc-ed here) a copy of the tweaked map 
tomorrow? Thank you!

——
NEW TEXT:

Can we use this stand�rst instead:

The Bicentennial edition of i Light 
Singapore re�ects Singapore’s 
history and connectivity with the 
world. Based on the theme 
Bridges Of Time, it features more 
than 30 light art installations and 
a multimedia show by artists from 
around the world.
The text below the yellow words  ‘i Light Singapore 
2019’ on the map should read:
Runs from Jan 28 to Feb 24, in the Marina Bay area, 
Civic District, Singapore River, and Raf�es Terrace at 
Fort Canning Park.

New text/ photos for graphic:
1. SPH ID 26998967
The Time Vortex 
Travel through time as the Helix Bridge comes alive 
with lights whizzing through space.

2. SPH ID  26998968
Lighthouse of time 
The facade of ArtScience Museum comes to life in an 
abstract dance of light and shadow. 

3. SPH ID 26987580
The Rainbow Connection
Solar light modules - upcycled cookie containers 
combined with solar lights - sway in the wind at the 
Marina Bay Sands trellises to form a shifting prismatic 
projection on the ground.

4. SPH ID - No fresh pix
Why Green?
A space at Event Square �lled with white 
three-dimensional printed �owers.

5. SPH ID 26987346
Facey Thing
As passers-by at the Marina Bay Waterfront 
Promenade get in range of the camera, facial tracking 
will identify their faces and blow them up on the 
screen, and allow them to virtually “paint” their faces. 

6. SPH ID 26998969
Prospegtive Perspective
Made from clothes pegs, this installation at the Marina 
Bay lower boardwalk faces the city skyline and 
“projects” the outline of future buildings.

7. SPH ID 26998970
The Floating Lighthouse  
Colourful “lighthouses” bobbing in Marina Bay. 
Passers-by can activate buttons that will play sounds 
which complement the lights from the �oats.

8. SPH ID 26987360
Shadow Exposed  
Walk in front of a large screen stretched along Mist 
Walk, and your shadow will reveal images from 
Singapore through the ages.

9. SPH ID 26998972
Sails Aloft
A holographic boat “docked” at Marina Bay, inspired by 
the sampan panjang (long dwelling boat) and its racing 
boat variations.

10. SPH ID 26989678
Shades Of Temporality
“Paint” videos onto a wall in this interactive graf�ti 
installation.

11. SPH ID 26998978
Cosmic Web
A light installation at the Breeze Shelter, inspired by a 
spider’s web.

12. SPH ID 26987677
Squiggle
A twisting mass of digital neon tubing at The Promontory 
with shifting colours.

13. SPH ID 26998980 (pls use a photo of this)
City Gazing Singapore
This installation at The Lawn @ Marina Bay shows the city 
of Singapore as it might look if you �ew over it at night. 
Watch it grow from a couple of key roads into the 
international hub of today.

14. SPH ID - Don’t use photos
Les Footballeurs
An LED installation that captures the movement of football 
players. 

15. SPH ID - No fresh pix
DUNE
Hundreds of �bers at OUE Bayfront brighten according to 
the movement of passers-by.

16. SPH ID  26998984
Time Traveller
Sculptures at Clifford Square which are inspired by 
bamboo �sh traps. 

17. SPH ID 26987519
Flower Clock
Rotating �owers at One Fullerton that simulate the 
movement of a clock.

18. SPH ID 26987642
The Cat In The Garden  
Colourful lights on the Merlion with scenes from nature 
and snippets of daily life.

19. SPH ID 26984506
Ori�ammes
Hundreds of vertical �ags at Jubilee Bridge �ap in the 
breeze while illuminated by kaleidoscopic lighting

20. SPH ID 26984511 
Time frame 
A carpet of real-time information projected on the ground 
under Esplanade Bridge shows the swift pace of our 
changing world.

21. SPH ID - no fresh pix
Halo
Visitors can interact with these “halos” arranged in vertical 
columns at the Esplanade Park 

22. SPH ID 26984510
Time Rhythm 
A gigantic “light metronome” at Anderson Bridge featuring 
light projections set to music.

23. SPH ID 26987279
Cenotaph For A Stone
This reinterpretation of the Singapore Stone - a slab of 
sandstone from a boulder that was blown up in 1843 to 
widen the mouth of the Singapore River - consists of  “rock 
fragments” on steel pedestals at Waterboat House Garden.

24. SPH ID 26984503
Where Do Stories Begin/ Where Do Sto-
ries End
The words “Where Do Stories Begin”, in LED neon lights on 
one side of Cavenagh Bridge, can be seen against a view of 
Boat Quay, while “Where Do Stories End” appears on the 
other side of the bridge with Marina Bay Sands as its 
backdrop.

25. SPH ID  - no pix
Bridges Of Time
A multimedia show in front of the Asian Civilisations 
Museum which tells the story of a traveller who sails 
through time and space to reach a mythical island in the 
East.

26. SPH ID 26987326
With A View
These shophouse windows create a series of re�ections 
that recede into an in�nite distance

27. SPH ID 26999000
Good Fortune 
A visualisation of rain at the Elgin Bridge underpass, 
inspired by the emotions it causes in different cultures. 

28 SPH ID 
Run Beyond
A human �gure takes a bold leap across the Singapore 
River as a series of LED �gures at Elgin Bridge come aglow 
in succession.

29 SPH ID 26998962
Constructive Interference
An illuminated installation North Boat Quay featuring a 
dynamic arrange of colours.

30 SPH ID  - no pix
Land-pass Bird
Fluorescent blue “birds” perched on the trees of Raf�es 
Terrace at Fort Canning Park.

31 SPH ID - not very visual, but there is 26987644 
Keys Of Light
Visitors tinkling the keys of this interactive piano 
installation at Raf�es Terrace at Fort Canning Park will 
conjure animated �owers projected onto a lighthouse.

32 SPH ID - 26987682
Re�ecting Holons
Long strips of transparent foil at Raf�es House in Fort 
Canning Park spin and re�ect light in a bubble-like form.

33  SPH ID  - no fresh pix
Crystallisation of Thoughts
This installation at Clarke Quay Central imagines how ideas 
are generated and then combined into thoughts, in the 
form of interconnected waves of crystals.

Additionally, this box at the bottom should read as follows:

Light to Night Festival
Light to Night Festival 2019: Traces and Echoes re�ects 
on Singapore’s journey through artworks that reimagine 
its past. The festival in the Civic District runs till Feb 24. 
For more information, visit 
https://www.nationalgallery.sg/festivals/light-to-night-tra
ces-and-echoes

BALIKSG
BALIKSG is an augmented reality trail that will take 
visitors on routes along the Singapore River and Fort 
Canning, allowing them to revisit historical events and 
“interact” with historical �gures.
To download the mobile application, visit 
https://roots.sg/baliksg


